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The Politicians have good reason to keep these programs under wrap because
evidence shows that the programs involve the dumping of mega-tons of toxic
material into the atmosphere. For those concerned about organic farming, wildlife
biodiversity and human health and wellbeing, not to mention our general
experience on this planet, this has to be the greatest scandal untold in history.
Worst of all, Parliament’s documents on geo-engineering admit that the climate is
unwieldy and that the outcomes of such programs are unpredictable.
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G. Edward Griffin recently produced a Youtube hit on this topic called “What in
the World are they Spraying” and is presently producing a follow up called “Why
in the World are they Spraying”. The documentary commences with news
coverage of geo-engineering and then moves to coverage of a geo-engineering
conference where scientists gathered to discuss programs. Most shocking of all
was the admission that one proposal involves the spraying of 10 to 20 million tons
of aluminium into the stratosphere to block out sunshine and manipulate weather
patterns. The health and wildlife implications of this trigger concerns verging on
genocide. The producers then went to visit Mount Shasta, California, where levels
of aluminium in what should be a pristine wilderness have been measured at
levels that should not occur next to an aluminium smelting plant. Subsequent
investigation by the Mount Shasta Bioregional Ecology Centre found
aluminium concentrations at 2190 ug/l, barium at 43 ug/1 (ppm) and strontium
also at high levels. A similar pattern of toxicity has also been observed by
Rosalind Peterson of The Agricultural Defence Coalition. Also, Clifford Carnicom
who was one of the first people to bring these programs to light with his movie,
Aerosol Crimes.
But it is not just citizen reporters looking into this. We have Bill Gates pouring
cash into projects calling for the horrific spraying of millions of tons of sulphur
dioxide 30 miles above the earth. As I said, LiborGate forget it, what we need is a
new ClimateGate, or even God-Gate since that is what these so called people are
trying to play. Just imagine what this is doing to air quality and the epidemic of
death and disease for plants, humans and wildlife when megatons of aluminium,
barium, sulphur dioxide, strontium and more sink to earth. Yet Gates claims to be
a custodian of the planet, protecting us from global warming in a great irony.
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Of course, to those who understand physics, and you can look this up, CO2 is
measured in parts per million and is less potent a greenhouse gas than water
vapour, which is 2% of the atmosphere and is primarily affected by sunshine.
Gates must be aware of this since the sulphur he plans to inject into the
atmosphere deflects heat primarily by nucleating clouds so that water vapour
deflects heat from the planet, yet we are told that CO2 is the primary driver of the
climate. Articles everywhere are stating that these programs could end our
beautiful blue skies, turning them milk white, yet no debate.
Metal in Food

Science News

Science Of
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CO2 is also being targeted, but the proposed solution gives a clue as to the real
motivations. The Guardian again, recently reported plans to dump mega-tons of
iron into the oceans. This would cause algal blooms that would sequester CO2.
The problem is that this will also eliminate oxygen from the ocean creating dead
zones for fish and marine plants, causing not only an ecological disaster but also
potentially a massive fish shortage. The iron will also bio-accumulate in the fish
we eat, causing toxicity in humans. Articles focus on the CO2 aspect, but the
wholesale dumping of heavy metals into the atmosphere and sea make it more
likely that this is corporations attempting to profit from toxic waste dumping.
Converting a liability into a profit centre, making these programs defacto bailouts
for heavy manufacturing firms.
Looking back in history, this is nothing new. Old timers may recall that the US
military was using geo-engineering during the 1960′s in Vietnam to extend the
Monsoon season on the Ho Chi Minh Trail to flood out their enemies, then
spraying tons of silver iodide. In 1977, the United Nations published the
Environmental Modification Treaty, which states all the various methods and
outlaws weather warfare, so this is old news really. More recently, the US Air
Force made the audacious statement that it wishes to “own the weather” by 2025
in its “Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025”. Closer to
home, the BBC reported that the UK military had dumped tons of cadmium over
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Norwich during the 1960′s correlating with a massive increase in
oesophageal cancer and cadmium is a known carcinogen. Unfortunately, as
with the stories above and, as with manipulation of our financial system, it was
the tip of a rather big iceberg with The Guardian reporting on declassified
chemical and biological weapons testing over much of Britain between 1940 and
the late 1970′s. These involved wholesale spraying of zinc cadmium sulphide,
biological agents and more, in over 100 admitted “trials” which will themselves be
dwarfed by projects which remain classified. In a defacto admission that these
programs still exist, most likely merged into the overall geo-engineering program,
Sue Ellison, Spokeswoman for Porton Down, asked whether such tests are still
being carried out, said: ‘It is not our policy to discuss ongoing research.’
Meanwhile, as stated above, Parliament, aware
of these proposals advises against public
debate on what should be the greatest debate
human discussion since Adam’s decision to
leave the Garden of Eden! The question is
whether we wish to live in a natural world, or an
engineered planet pumped full of megatons of
sulphur and heavy metals. That debate ought to
have free reign to question motives and the
“science” behind it, lest the military’s stated goal
of owning the weather provide them motivation
to provide us a false narrative. It is this author’s
Planet Earth (NASA)
opinion that the burden of proof should be on
the perpetrators, not the general public. In a
massive expression of irony, London recently
imposed emissions caps on heavy vehicles driving into central London. Could it
be that said industrialists failed to invest in clean engines because they have
been taxed out of existence to pay for black projects like geo-engineering and,
bailouts of the fraudulent shadow banking system which they had no idea even
existed?
Some say that we need a return to Glass-Steagall style regulations to separate
casino banking from high street banking. I say that those measures are outdated.
What we need is to go further and develop a system to separate normal people
from the morons currently in charge. The traditional method for dealing with
known hooligans and admitted psychopaths is jury trial and incarceration.
However, for crimes against humanity and the planet such as spraying mega tons
of heavy metals into the stratosphere and ocean; do not be surprised if others call
for a return to capital punishment.
Returning to finance, this writer agrees with Max Keiser that all investors should
include guillotine manufacturers in their portfolio. If that industry fails to take off,
we recommend strong defensive positions in your portfolio dominated by
pharmaceutical companies and undertakers to profit from the geo-engineering
genocide.
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2 Responses to “LiborGate dwarfed by geoengineering of entire planet”
»
Philip Ridley says:
July 29, 2012 at 2:07 pm
Since writing this article, I have found various references to geo-engineers seeking to
make lots of money selling carbon credits. Some thought that renewable energy
would be the next financial bubble, but it already appears to be cracking. Could geoengineering and the leveraging of other businesses feeding off the carbon credit
scam be the next scam financial bubble to put capitalism at risk?
Reply

»
Robert M Forgette says:
July 29, 2012 at 2:44 pm
Find us on facebook: Chemtrail Geoengineering Lawsuit
Thank you!
Reply

»
Rosalind Peterson says:
Your comment is awaiting moderation.
July 29, 2012 at 7:35 pm
In 2009, The United States House of Representatives Science & Technology
Committee has agreed to work with the UK Parliament on Geoengineering Issues.
These formal agreements, UK Parliament hearings, three U.S. House Science &
Technology Committee Hearings in 2009-2010, final reports and other information are
all online or can be found on this website under Geoengineering:
http://www.agriculturedefensecoalition.org/content/geoengineering-current-actions
There are no laws which prohibit these atmospheric experiments. There is no public
oversight of these experiments. The promoters note unintended consequences.
Under the current definition of Geoengineering or Climate Remediation Schemes is
(Solar Radiation Management): These schemes are only designed to “MASK” any
warming trends through atmospheric releases experiments using toxic chemicals (like
Sulfur or Aluminum Oxide), mixed with water vapor (a greenhouse gas). See AAAS
Meeting 2010, for Keith description of one Solar Radiation Management Scheme
using this technique to reduce the amount of direct sunlight reaching the Earth.
The impact of Solar Radiation Management (reducing the amount of direct sunlight
reaching the Earth), has the potential to pollute our air, water, soils and also damage
the Earth’s protective ozone layer. In addition, the acid rains will destroy plants and
trees while making soils unproductive in the long term. A lack of direct sunlight will
reduce photosynthesis causing tree and plant declines and also reducing crop
production. SRM will reduce Solar Panel Power Production and decrease the amount
of Vitamin D that can be absorbed by our skin causing Vitamin D Deficiencies and
associated health effects. Rickets in children is on the rise in the United States
according to the CDC, U.C. Berkeley Studies, and Kaiser Permanente reports.
The U.S. Navy and NASA using a Brandt Rocket released an aluminum oxide dust
cloud over the Easter Seaboard of the United States in 2009. The Navy’s Charge
Aerosol Release Experiment (CARE), is just one atmospheric experiment.
Trimethylaluminum experiments have been conducted by the U.S. Air Force and
NASA in 2012, as well as in previous years.
Chaff, (Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Particulates) is atmospherically released by the
U.S. Military each year according to the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy. NASA CRRES
Programs have atmospherically released via rockets and the Space Shuttle, barium,
strontium, SF6, Lithium, Calcium, and other types of releases.
Our atmosphere is being used as an experimental physics laboratory. We have the
right to say “no” to these experiments which threat our soils, drinking water, human
health, and air. I encourage everyone to learn the facts about what experiments are
taking place in our atmosphere and to demand that they stop now.
The jets above us that leave persistent jet contrails (loaded with jet fuel emissions
and water vapor, a greenhouse gas), are producing man-made clouds that are
creating climate change-exacerbating global warming in the Alaska and Arctic
Regions-and negatively impacting our natural resources according to NASA and other
university studies.
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Highly Toxic Rocket Fuel (Perchlorate) from missiles and rocket launches contain
aluminum particulates. EPA and military studies confirm that aluminum particulates
are in this type of fuel.
And we know that plants and trees, marine mammals, along with humans are
negatively impacted by aluminum releases. Why are we silent on this important
issue? Why aren’t are elected officials taking action to stop these atmospheric
releases?
Jets change the climate…ongoing weather modification programs in the U.S. and
around the word (UCAR & NOAA documents), are causing dramatic climate change.
Worldwide artificially caused droughts, floods, lightning experiments (by the U.S. Air
Force and private experiments), are all taking place at this time. No wonder our
climate and local weather is so unusual and dramatic at times. And to make matters
worse the Chicago Mercantile Exchange now allows better on the Weather, futures
better on snow and rainfall totals-a $multi-billion betting industry.
Join together today-Educate everyone…and put a STOP to our atmosphere being
used as a giant experimental physics laboratory by our military, private individuals,
universities for research, corporations or anyone that wants to conduct these types of
experiments.
Join in supporting the people of New Mexico in stopping David Keith & Bill Gates in
conducting a Geoengineering SPICE experiment at public expense. We don’t need
these types of uncontrolled experiments taking place in the U.S.
Respectfully,
Rosalind Peterson
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